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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bloom
BLOOM anglilicism by FLORECER 2 .  There are many people of German and English origin surname Bloom. 

blooper
BLOOPER anglilicism from onomatopoeic Bloop! by snap, screwed up, gazapo, muddy.  It is used to define small
sequences with facts that contain a production error, calling themselves false take. 

bluffear
BLUFFEAR make bluff, pretend to cheat in the card game by betting as if you had a weaker hand. or stronger than you
really have.  2 .  Perform acts that tend to make others believe that one possesses information, authority or resources
that you don't actually have. 

boar
BOAR boar

boardercross
BOARDERCROSS competition between 4 to 6 competitors running in the snow with a snowboard or snowboard.  The
tracks are narrow and with all kinds of obstacles, to challenge the dexterity of contestants who run at high speed and
with little space. 

bob esponja
SPONGEBOB character from the world of cartoons who lives in the city of Bikini at the bottom of the sea.  It is a yellow
sponge shaped like a rectangular straight parallelepiped

boca juniors
BOCA JUNIORS Football team created by Italian emigrants in the Bica neighborhood in Buenos Aires, Argentina, which
is why they are nicknamed the Xeneises (Genoese in xenoeise dialect).  Textually means the young men or children of
Boca. 

boca oreja
BOCA OREJA catalinismo (mouth orella ) which is equivalent to the Castilian expression of mouth to mouth . 

bocante
BOCANTE Probable spelling error by BACANTE or bocaRTE .  See BACANTE or BOCARTE , as applicable

bocarte
BOCARTE In Spain : boquerón , very esteemed blue fish, especially when salted, in which case it is called anchovy,
those that are packaged in oil.  It is between 15 and 20 cm long.

boccia
BOCCIA paralympic sport accepted in 1984 and which is based on the game of bocce, or bocce in Italian



bochita
BOCHITA diminutive of BOCHA, bowling ball

bochornosos
BOCHORNOSO's plural BOCHORNOSO that causes embarrassment, which is embarrassing

bochófilo
BOCHÓFILO amateur or game lover of [E[BOCHAS

bod
BOD slang by BODY , body Some synonyms , words or similar expressions can be body , body

bodega aurrera
BODEGA AURRERÁ 'aurrera' is a word of Basque origin that means forward.  in Mexico: self-service stores in Mexico
that were originally owned by the company Almacenes Aurrera; later of Grupo Cifra and currently of the Mexican
subsidiary of Walmart. 

bodegas
BODEGAS plural .  See BODEGA .

bofetazo
SLAP slap, blow to the cheek ckn ka nano open

boho
BOHO anglican contraction of bohemian homeless, or bohemian homeless.  In Spanish it is a dress style called boho
chic, poor but elegant.  It's not a fad because it doesn't go out of style. 

boho chic
BOHO CHIC DE Bohemian and chic elegant fashion style that recalls hippie fashion but with elegance.  Relaxed,
original comfortable and elegant.  In decoration is called the combination of different styles with some carefreeness. 

boisserie
BOISSERIE from French bois, wood or forest, is a wooden furniture made up of one or more panels that are recessed to
the wall.  The boisseries were very fashionable in 17th- and 18th-century France where full desks were covered in
mansions and palaces for elegance and borrowing. 

bojillo
BOJILLO thalia geniculata aquatic surface plant that grows in lagoons, especially in tropical wetlands in southeastern
Mexico, where it covers large bodies of water : popal, cheese leaf in Veracruz, silver in Tabasco.  huasteco tau zimalon. 
In Colombia : silver or bijao .  In irrigation channels and the like it is only considered a weed. 

bolas
Plural ball BALLS



boldos
BOLDOS pl .  of BOLDO, medicinal herb from which infusions are made.  It is of Chilean origin and widely used in the
population to purify the body, cure insomnia and when you have liver problems.  In Chile it is also consumed as a
bajative, in sachets or in dried leaves, substitute for tea or coffee. 

boleada
BOLEADO in Argentina: f. spanish for a person who is dizzed or lightheaded Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be dizzed, lightheaded

boletus edulis
BOLETUS EDULIS and BOLETUS PINICOLA are fungi that were introduced in Chile in plantations of radiata pine, the
species most cultivated in the country.  Its addition produces positive effects on plantations.

bolis
BOLIS Flavored ice that is consumed mainly in hot areas as sweet or to mitigate heat.  The idea is to consume it while
the ice thaws.  In many regions they are sold at home and simply packed in a plastic bag, tied up and filled with water.  2
.  Name given to the pen, pen, sphero, spherographic or pen. 

boloencierro
BOLOENCIERRO It is a conception of animalists that is proliferating as a sport.  it is about replacing the bulls with a
huge ball about 2 meters high and that is made to run through the streets and other places, not being entirely safe since
there have been injured people, even mayors of some communes.  There is talk of replacing the Bulls of the San Fermin
with these balls.  It has become more popular with the appearance in Forbes magazine as one of the most interesting
modern sports.

boloencierro
BOLOENCIERRO It is a conception of animalists that is proliferating as a sport.  it is about replacing the bulls with a
huge ball about 2 meters high and that is made to run through the streets and other places, not being entirely safe since
there have been injured people, even mayors of some communes.  There is talk of replacing the Bulls of the San Fermin
with these balls.  It has become more popular with the appearance in Forbes magazine as one of the most interesting
modern sports.

bols
BOLS marca de licores que posee el registro mas antiguo del mundo

bolsa de aire
AIRBAG is the literary translation from the English of AIR BAG safety bags that, are inflated and deployed on the
occasion of a serious accident, for the physical protection of passengers

bolsicona
BOLSICONA In Ecuador : In Quito it was called bolsicona to a blouse or shirt : cotton with scaly edges in red or blue
cotton. Over time the Bolsicona has only remained its folkloric and original image rather than its real presence in society.

bolsin taurino
BOLSON TAURINO event created by the ranchers of Salamanca in the famous Modern café, pars help the trunks that
came without resources and that were interested in bulls.  They instituted a bullfighting contest and the winner



participated in the bullring for the first time, uninterrupted since then, in 1956.  Other ranchers were incorporated over
time and today is part of the annual carnival.

bolsonarización
BOLSONARIZATION conversion towards ideology and politics promoted by the President of Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro. 

boltonista
BOLTONISTA In favor of the doctrine of Bolton or his person 2 .  Fan of the football club Bolton Wanderers, of the city of
Bolton, in greater Manchester, England, team of the English fourth division.  3 .  Fan of Michael Bolton, popular
American singer of the 80s and early 90s

boluda
BOLUDA In Argentina : sonsa, stupid, stupid

bomba de humo
HUMO PUMP bombs that detonate producing lots of colorful smoke, which are used as entertainment in marriages,
parties and public shows. 

bomberazo mexicano
BOMBERAZO In Mexico : Figuratively, emergency situation in a job that demands immediate action .  In Chile we call it
fire.

bombillas
BULBS pl .  of BULB 1 .  Metal tube with which the infusion of yerba mate or other liquids is aspirated.  2 .  Light bulb to
illuminate a room. 

bombita
DIminutive BOMB OF BOMBA Small pump .  Figuratively, something that can cause sensation, commotion.

bombones
SWEETS of CHOCOLATE Small chocolate sweet, usually stuffed with liquor or truffle.

bonacion
BONACION spelling error for donation ( blood ) 

bondada
KINDNESS probable error by KINDNESS or FLOCK

bonega
Esperanto BONEGA Excellent, Superb

bonete de cura
CURE BONNET vulgarism by MITRA



bong
BONG device to smoke marijuana buds without having to use paper or tobacco. 

bonificable
BONUS that can be rewarded, you can receive a bonus

bonito negro
BEAUTIFUL BLACK Person with dark skin and beautiful appearance.  2 .  Saying of an object (black) : what is attractive
or beautiful : Look at that pretty (dress, shoes , bra ) black

bono verde
GREEN BONUS economic award to encourage green investment and implementation of sustainable ecological policies,
reducing the carbon footprint and great resilience to climate change. 

book
BOOK anglilicism which means book, album or folder in which models present their photographs to advertising and
model agencies when they apply for a job. 

bookcrossing
BOOKCROSSING or BC is the originally Swiss practice of leaving in public places, called "the jungle" books already
read for other readers to take and continue to do the same.  The Swiss, contrary to what might be thought, are very
socialist and, when they are in enclosures such as hotels, leave the books already read, which are stored on shelves for
a new passenger to take.  They do the same with cards, bicycles, toys and other reusable items.

booker
BOOKER Angliicism by Bet taker .  From the English book, book, the booker took the bets and wrote in a notebook, and
after the event proceeded to the payments to the winners.  2 .  Person who hires artists for theater, film or show
companies.  3 .  An accountant, someone who carries ledgers. 

booklet
BOOKLET Anglicism by Brochure .  Stapled notebook with informational printed material on a specific topic. 

booster
BOOSTER pressure amplifier, amplifier, voltage, sound amplifier

bootcamp
BOOTCAMP is an accelerated, intensive and practical learning process aimed at obtaining a specific job, usually in the
area of programming.  They consider the practical situations of the day to day and do not worry about generalities. 

booth
BOOTH in English, cabin, cubicle, sleeping compartment.  2 .  Position, position, work, place. 

booze
BOOZE slang for alcoholic beverage Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be drink, drink



borbollito
BORBOLLITO m .  DIMINUTIVE OF BORBOLLO small air bubble that usually forms when boiled. 

borderó
Bordered box office, total collection of an event for seat sale. 

boriquillo
BORIQUILLO spelling error by BORRIQUILLO

boris
BORIS Catholic meaning, typical of God.  Russian origin, baris, strong, violent. 

borracheras
BORRACHERAS plural of BORRACHERA State of intemperance, action and effect of consuming too much alcohol,
reaching a state of important intoxication.

borsalino
BORSALINO 1 .  Company and business of Alessandria, Italy of renown that invented the short wing hat 2 .  Fedora hat,
invented by the company Borsalino, and which is also called by that name. 

bosconara
BOSCONARA in gastronomy: sauce and recipe of spaguettis based on mushrooms.  The guanciale (de guancia, carrillo
in Italian) of the typical carbonara is replaced with mushroom tickets that are sautéed in squares that are stirred in a
bowl with the cheese and egg yolks before placing the pasta on top.  Then grate pepper and black truffle on the plate. 

bosforo
BOSFORO spelling error by Bosphorus, of the bosphorus grigo, ESTRECHO, originally name of the Istanbul Strait,
which separates Europe from Asia, and which connects the Black Sea with the Marmara Sea. 

bota de oro
GOLDEN BOTA award given annually by the European Sports Media to the European football player who scores the
most weighted goals.  FIFA, for its part, awards the GOLDEN BALL award each year to the best player in the world. 

botanófilo
PLANT-loving BOTANOPHILE

botar la piedra
BOTAR LA PIEDRA in Chile : Having sex after a long abstinence. 

botarate o botaratas
BOTARATE Said of a person : What irresponsibly waste money.  In Colombia, Peru and Venezuela BOTARATA

botarse desde lo alto



BOUNCE FROM THE TOP launch something or launch from an elevated position.  2 in Spain : bounce (something) by
launching it from an elevated height. 

botellón
BOTELLON in Spain: at the end of the twentieth century the custom of gathering, especially young people, on public
roads, was seeded, which became a bottle. 

botiguer botiguera
BOTIGUER BOTIGUERA in Argentina : See BOTIGUERO

botilito
BOTILITO Thermo metallic to conserve the heat or cold of beverages. 

botines
PLURAL BOTINES OF BOTÍN Shoes to make sports, half-top shoes.

botones
BOTONESS spanish for bellboy

boulangerie
BOULANGERIE is the French word for BAKERY

boutique spa
BOUTIQUE SPA Exclusive level hydrotherapy enclosure.  Spa is an acronym for salus per aqua.  The boutique qualifier
eliminates the Share Company alternative. 

bovarismo
BOVARISM 1 .  It is understood by bovarism or Madame Bovary syndrome to the permanent state of personal
dissatisfaction produced by the contrasts between her desires and aspirations and the frustrating reality she lives.  It
usually refers to the sentimental and loving realm. 

bovedana
BOVEDANA native to Bóveda, villa, parroquía and municio esoañol , located in the province of Lugo in the autonomous
commune of Galicia.  It belongs to the region of the Land of Lemos.  Population was 1503 people in 2018 and 1481 in
2019. 

bovedano
BOVEDANO from the town of Bóveda de Toro, in Zamora, Spain 2.  Relative to the Bovedana Sports Club 3.  C
supporter. D.  Bovedana

box office
BOX OFFICE box office, ticket office 2 .  Used to signal the total ticket sales of a film, play, show or performance. 



box to box
BOX TO BOX anglicism by portico to portico; quality of a midfielder who can, thanks to his great energy, play well on
one field as in the other, in defense and in attack.  He's got lungs to run the whole court down the center lane. 

boyish
BOYISH Anglicism of BOY, child.  Child

boyscout
BOYSCOUT actually BOY SCOUT, anglilicism by BOY EXPLORER. 

bozalandia
BOZALANDIA in Colombia: in the commune of Bosa, Bogota there is a neighborhood called Iceland, which is named as
Bosa Iceland, and can be called Bosalandia or Bozalandia.  The same goes for the Bosa Iceland square.  In Chile: the
architect Fernando Boza has developed the urbanization of much of a sector of the Metropolitan Region called Lo Boza,
by the colonial estate of Santa Teresa de Lo Boza, where Manuel Robles was born, author of the lyrics of the first
national song and the philanthropist Matías Cousiño, and which covers part of three large communes of Santiago:  
Quilicura, Pudahuel and Renca, all close to Arturo Merino Benítez International Airport.  I haven't heard the area named
with that nickname, but it would be very appropriate to call it a residential area of thousands of houses. 

bóvedas
BÓVEDAS plural of BÓVEDA

brabant
BRABANT belonging to or relating to the North Brabant or North Brabant, one of the 12 provinces of holland.   Like all
provinces, it is governed by a commissioner or commissioner appointed by the monarch and a legislative chamber
elected by universal suffrage. 

brackets
BRACKETS anglilicism by dental FRENILLOS

braggie
BRAGGIE anglicism derived from brag , presume; it is about the fashion of uploading personal photographs to social
networks in order to show off beauty, partner, wealth or anything that can provoke envy. 

brainstorming
BRAINSTORMING RAIN OF IDEAS, business technique to solve complex situations, in which a diverse group of people
meet, the leader raises a problem, and each member proposes solutions, no matter how crazy and crazy they might be. 
Ideas can sometimes seem very bad or very good to the one who poses them, but the group process enhances their
improvement and the creation of new solutions that jump to the table when listening to the first ones.  Shocking results
are achieved when the group is creative or experienced. 

brand day
BRAND DAY anglilicism per brand day; specific day when you leave all the advertising space for a single brand for a
special BRANDING promotion



brand manager
BRAND MANAGER textually brand manager .  Marketing professional who is responsible for maximizing the image of
the brand and the company that owns it.

branding
BRANDING anglicism derived from BRAND, brand that advertising agencies use for the work of imposing a brand on
the market. 

braquilexifobia
BRAQUILEXIFOBIA Aversion to short words .  It's an anonymity of macrolexiphobia

brasalete
BRASALETE spelling error by BRACELET , jewel that is ported on the arm or on the wrist

bravazo
BRAVAZO Very brave, very wild, very fierce

bráctea
BRÁCTEA Flower flakes that normally envelop it and do not perform photosynthetic functions, but serve as protection of
the flower or inflorescence.

break-point
BREAK POINT Anglilicism by BREAK POINT .  In tennis, point to play in that, if the recipient wins, the server loses its
service and the point.  If the break point occurs when you are playing the point that can define the set you also talk
about set point, and if you define the match, in addition to game point or match point

breakdance
BREAKDANCE Bboying is a social dance that was born in the 60s in the neighborhoods of Bronx and Brooklin, New
York, and that is part of the hip hop culture, along with graffiti, rap and E]djing.  They encourage creativity and individual
originality.  - Dancers freely perform existing movements, based on turns with the head or back resting on the ground,
and improvise new ones, so the dance is in constant development.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be bboying

breakdown
BREAKING English word meaning break, physical or psychological break

brecha de género
GENDER GAP difference (positional or salary) between men and women

brecha digital
DIGITAL GAP Separation experienced by the digital illiterate people of the community that is accustomed to the use of
computer science, the Internet and social networks.  Existing decommunication between Internet users and those not
trained to do so.



brecha salarial
WAGE GAP difference of salary received by one group versus another, in particular between men and women, for the
same position in the same working conditions. 

bredo
BREDO plant probably native to southern Europe and spread throughout the world except Oceania.  Native plant. 

bredos
BREDOS, bred plural.  Portuguese word meaning bledo .  See BLEDO

breiquear
BREIQUEAR from English to brake, brake.  Stop, stop, brake.  Used in Mexico

breñadito
DIminutive BREADITO of BREA OR BREAEL place or land between rocks populated by unproductive plants and herbs
that hinder agriculture

brequear una computadora
BREQUEAR A COMPUTER barbarism from English to brake break, break.  It means breaching access to a computer
by violating its keys and having unauthorized access to the information it contains.

brete
BRETE in Argentina and Chile : mess, difficulty, rush : putting someone in a heat is putting them in trouble.  In Cuba :
gossip .  Those old heathers have a great time gossiping.  In the field: separation between two stakes through which
cattle are passed. 

brew
Brew verbatim ferment, brew .  Colloquially, beer.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be beer, chela

brexhaustion
BREXHAUSTION anglicism derived from BREXIT, in turn contraction of BRITISH and EXIT, exit (from the European
community) and EXHAUSTION, exhaustion. 

brexit blando
Brexit is a contraction of the Anglo-Saxon British terms (British, to) and Exit (exit).  The soft Brexit is at the exit of the
United Kingdom of the Community European Agreement approved by Parliament, so that the deterioration of the
economy, damage to the movilidfad of products and services, the reduction of the mobility of people and security  of stay
of foreigners in the United Kingdom is the minimum possible.

brexiteer
BREXITEER anglicanism per person who participates in or supports the process of separating Britain from the
European Community.  Derived from BREXIT British Exit shrinkage, or British output. 

brexiter



BREXITER Such person or institution : That it is in the part of the withdrawal of Great Britain from the European
Community .  2 .  Action or effect leading to Britain's departure from the EC. 

bribonadas
BRIBONADAS plural OF BRIBONADA diablura, evil

bricos
BRICOS Bricos-Mayoreo Eléctrico de Monterrey Mexican company leader in the distribution of electrical material,
lighting, distribution equipment, power and automation. 

bridones
BRIDONES pl .  of BRIDÓN , small flange

briefing
BRIEFING anglilicism by INFORMATION SESSION comes from the term BRIEF brief , and constitutes a meeting to
provide information or guidelines.  2 .  Action to inform or instruct ( a , someone ) 

brigada patriótica
PATRIOTic BRIGADE group of Spanish PP weather police.  This camariila caused spectacularity because he was
imputed in the Kitchen case, of espionage to the ex-treasurer of the PP Luis Bárcenas.

brigido
WAR (and not briganded) In Chile : youthful language, double chilling .  It comes from frigid and means it freezes twice
as cold as frigid.   Consequently, TRIGID In Chile : three times chilling .

british
BRITISH Anglicanism by British, in accordance with the idiosyncracy of the English. 

brícos
BRÍCOS Spelling Error by BRICOS . Bricos-Mayoreo Eléctrico de Monterrey, a leading Mexican company in the
distribution of electrical equipment, lighting, distribution equipment, power and automation

broder
broder youthful language of English brother, brother

bronceosis
BRONCEOSIS disease generated by the accumulation of bronze in the human body 2 .  In Argentina : Psychological
pathology that young Argentine doctors have, prisoners of wanting to have a bronze effigy that immortalizes them
because they look infallible and of the utmost importance.  When bronze reaches their brains, they no longer see or
hear; tanning prevents them from walking hastely, though they do so majesticly.  Nothing is urgent or valuable, except
your time.  In the Chilean bestiary we call them diostors. 

broncospasmo
BRONCOSPASM syncope by BRONCOESPASM, contraction of the airways affecting the lungs and preventing normal



breathing. 

bronde
BRONDE popillary hair dyeing trend in 2016. It comes from brunette's contraction, brown hair, and Blone's, blond hair. 

bronxite
BRONXITE anglicism courtesy of the residents of the Bronx neighborhood, one of the 5 of Manhattan, and the only one
in which its largest area is not on an island.  .  The origin is from the first to settle in the place, Jonas Bronck.  It has
more than 1 . 500 . 000 inhabitants . 

brotes
PLURAL BROTES OF BROTE See OUTBREAK

brother
BROTHER of the English brother, brother .  Juvenile slang to name a close person

bruja venezuela
WITCH (in) VENEZUELA in Venezuela: Person who performs dishonorable, inappropriate and false actions.  2 . 
delictual language to designate the person who abuses bad speaking of other absent persons.  3 .  Traitor , person who
betrays another . 

brut nature
BRUT NATURE category of champagne, foaming or cava.  It is called BRUT or dry when it is less than 15 grs.  sugar
per liter, extra brut when you have less than 6 grs per liter Nature has no added sugar in your shipping liqueur. 

brutacio
BRUTACIO (Tufnutt Laverne Thorston) dragon trainer belonging to the tribe of the Hairy Hooligans (or Furry Hooligans)
and twin brother of Brutilda Torton.  Part of the fictional universe of the film How to Train your Dragon

brutos
BRUTOS plural of BRUTO overwhelmed person, clumsy 2 .  Person who treats brutally, very strongly to another 3.  Big,
unsytly animal, like the donkey

brúsqueda
BrusqueDA BRSQUEDA

brúsquedo
Intense BRESQUEDO

bucara
BUCARA in guane languish means señor, sir MANGA MEANS casa, house. So, BUCARAMANGA means the masters
house.



bucaramangara
BUCAEAMANGA £and not BUCARAMANGARA) a municipality in north Colombia, capital of the Santander department.

budoño
BUDOÑO and more correctly budoños, with s final, although singular It is the common name of two plants: Caucalis
platycarpos/C] and Conium maculatum/C] .  Annual thorny green plant, 10 to 40 cm tall, with rambling stems.  Bi- or
tri-pinnatisecta leaves, with narrow segments of sharp ends. 

buen desayuno
GOOD BREAKFAST A first meal of the day with abundant and non frugal character.

buena evaluación
GOOD EVALUATION Good note, Good rating

buena madre
GOOD MOTHER 1 .  Error by Buenamadre , Municipality and Spanish town in the province of Salamanca 2 .  Various
prayers and religious songs that invoke the Virgin Mary. 

buena nota
GOOD NOTE Well rated, good evaluation

buena oferta
GOOD OFFER proposed business, sale or other type of deal or agreement, which assumes that the offeror is giving a
better treatment than normal to the counterparty. 

buenardo
BUENARDO In Argentina, term, derived from good, popularized by coscu, which means good, very good.

buenas
GOOD plural is used as a synonym for news, replacing the term tácito : What good brings me?

buenhumorado
GOODHUMORATED in good spirits, cheerful

buenote
BUENOTE very good, appetizing, attractive

bufidos
BUFIDOS , plural of bufido .  See BUFIDO

buggie
BUGGIE anglicism by beetle, derived from beetle bug by the fact that they are bodyless cars originally derived from the
Volkswagen beetle.  Vehicles for sports use, sometimes 4x4 of great strength to compete in sand, hills and complex



places.  Not to be confused with boogie, which means moving the skeleton

buggy
BUGGY anglicism derived from BUG, beetle to designate a small motor vehicle usually opened by the roof and
sometimes without doors.  2 .  A folding car with wheels to transport infants and younger infants. 

buhos cornudos
BUHOS CORNUDOS spelling error by cuckolded owls, plural of BUHO CORNUDO

buitre americano
BLACK BUITRE See BLACK AMERICAN BUITRE

buitre americano cabecirrojo
AMERICAN BLACK-headed red-headed VULTURE cathartes aura cathartiforme bird of the family cathartidae with red
head and black body is the most widespread vulture in America, from Canada to Tierra del Fuego, in Chile.  It feeds
almost wxclusively on carcasses and it is common to see them flying over an animal that faints. 

buitre pavo
TURKEY VULTURE cathartes aura See AMERICAN RED-HEADED VULTURE

buitres negros
Black vultures plural black vulture

bujarro
BUJARRO in Spain : of the caló , bujendi ; man who is attracted to people of the same sex. 

bullet journal
BULLET JOURNAL anglicism meaning bullet diary.  It is a wide range agenda that plans and records daily wlementos of
diverse interest such as list of things to do or buy, names or lyrics of songs, places, travel stories, favorite phrases,
ideas, maps of places, transport lines, words of other languages or of your own that you want to remember and use,
news, reminders,   accounts payable or receivable, drawings, lists of people or things, codes, attributes of the car, cell
phone, electrical equipment, motorcycle, boat, birthdays, condolences, anniversaries.  Books and movies to read and
watch. 

bullying laboral
BULLYING LABORAL harassment of a person within work by colleagues or the company.  Harassment

bullying social
SOCIAL BULLYING permanent and non-constant attack towards a person through social networks.  It becomes, at
times, of such seriousness that it leads to suicide. 

bullyn
BULLYN orthográdic error by BULLYING, anglilicism derived from bull, bull; harassing or disturbing insists and
humiliatingly a companion, tore him, abusing him. 



bullyng
BULLYNG spelling error by BULLYING

buquet
BUQUET (the correct spelling is bouquet) 1 .  Aroma of a wine 2 .  Flower bouquet.

burbuja inmobiliaria
REAL ESTATE BURBUJA rises outside normal levels of inflation in the real estate buying and selling area due to
speculative factors or low housing credit rates. 

burbuja tecnológica
TECHNOLOGICAL BUBBLE explosion on the stock exchange of dotcom shares, which had in 1997 related to
technology.  In 2020 there was a second technological bubble, more stable than the first when online sales acquired
very important volumes compared to history. 

burillo
BURILLO In Costa Rica and Honduras : Burío Generic name of various types of trees from which its bark is extracted to
make ropes.

burlesque
BURLESQUE 1 .  Dramatic or literary work that focuses on burlesque and ironic satire, vulgarizing what is considered
worthy or dignifying the prolific.  2 .  Kind of variety show focused on comedy of mistakes, vaudeville and humor.  3
Theater already disappeared very popular in Santiago de Chile, where magazines, spicy comedies, striptease and
related were presented. 

burn out
BURN OUT Anglicism by BURNING .  Figured out, an option or business may have been terminated. 

burradas
BURRADAS plural of BURRADA , nonsense

burrata
BURRATA fresh cheese originating in Apulia produced from cow's or buffalo's milk, of spun pasta (in Italian, pasta filata)
and of pear or bag shape, similar to that of mozzarella.  The interior texture is much softer and filamentous, similar to
that of butter cheese. 

burro de dos patas
TWO PATAS DONKEY Expanding human species, very dangerous.  They are human beings who have vague or no
culture, head harder than a stone, but who believe themselves to know everything and do not accept discussion about it.
 At first they are entertained because it is easy to tantrums them and have fun with them, but soon they get bored and
they are a nudes, hard to get them off.  It's an allegory to indicate that you're as dumb as donkeys, but differentiated just
by standing like humans

burrsa
BURRSA spelling error by BURRA



bursatilizacion
BURSATILIZATION spelling error by BURSATILIZATION

bursatilización
BURSATILIZATION bring a trading company to the stock exchange.  Turn a private enpresa into a public limited
company, shareholders. 

bus cama
BUS CAMA intercity or international bus, in which the seats have space and a mechanism to lower the backrest and
advance the seat to be able to sleep comfortably.  They have facilities such as bathroom, blankets and bar. 

bus salón-cama
BUS LOUNGE-CAMA road transport vehicle consisting of seats that are converted into beds, or directly bunk beds to
rest or sleep.  It can have, additionally, a place to eat or be, in which case the name of living room is more own. 

buscar cinco pies al gato
LOOK FOR FIVE FEET TO THE CAT see difficulties when the thing is simple , find complications where there are none
.  See everything more difficult or complex than it is.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to search
for the fifth leg 40, to cat 41, 

buscar dolicosefalo
SEARCH FOR DOLICOSEPHALO See DOLICOCEPHALON

buscar en diccionario
SEARCH IN DICTIONARY Search alphabetically a term in a lexicon that contains all the approved words of a language,
to know its meaning or, in bilingual dictionaries, to know the meaning of the term in another language ( translate )

buscar las cinco patas al gato
LOOK FOR THE FIVE LEGS TO THE CAT see excessive complications in something that is simple, question too much,
distrust too much.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions may be looking for problems where there aren't,
distrusting too much

buscarle tres cinco pies al gato
FIND THE CAT THREE FIVE FEET.  Grammatical error .  The correct phrase is TO FIND THE FIVE PATS TO THE
CAT.  Ezpress denoting that things are getting more complicated than they really are.  It's looking for something that
doesn't exist or where nothing exists.

buscarle tres pies al gato
FIND THREE FEET TO THE CAT expression to say that you are being too exaggerated, seeing complications or
strange things where there are no ones.  It is most used (and more logical) TO FIND THE FIFTH PAW TO THE CAT, a
leg that does not exist. 

buses
BUSES pl .  bus



busgo
BUSGO in Mexico : jargon to name someone who eats everything he sees.  Glutton. 

bushelings
BUSHELING slag or pure steel residue not exceeding 30 cms.  in no dimension, including waste of newly manufactured
material.  According to American standards of the waste recycling industries busheling cannot include waste chassis
from old vehicles or mudguards or stock bumpers. 

business coach
BUSINESS COACH verbatim, business coach, person who advises on leadership and competence of teams to
companies. 

business developer
BUSINESS DEVELOPER of English business developer .  Person responsible for making new contacts for the company
and creating the conditions for it to carry out new business.

businessman
BUSINESSMAN anglilicism by BUSINESS MAN, entrepreneur. 

bustaca
BUSTACA 1 .  Woman with prominent bust 2 .  Spelling error by BUTACA, theater seat or cinema. 

busted
BUSTED if it refers to the law, it means ARRESTED, but if it is something familiar it is a metaphor, that the father can tell
the son when he finds out that he did something wrong

buzz
BUZZ anglilicism, literally humming. 

búfalo acuático
WATER BUFFALO from Southeast Asia which is now wild and domesticated in many regions of the planet.  It's usually
called CARABAO

búfalo de pantano
SWAMP BUFFALO See WATER BUFFALO

búho cornudo
BUHO CORNUDO an owl that has no horns, but its ears are so long that it gives that impression. 

bypasseo
BYPASSEO derived from the English BYPASS, detour, alternative path; action of generating a new path or skipping
(something or someone).  2 .  In medicia: surgery to create new arterial pathways that irrigate the heart



c.
C.  Abbreviation of circa that in Latin means approximate, approximately, near .  For example, when the exact date of
birth is not certain, ( c . 1920-2020 ) or a death toll ( c .  50 . 000 . 000 ) Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be close to, approximately in ,

caballar
HORSE RELATIVE OR BELONGING TO HORSES

caballero andante
WALKING KNIGHT.  A person who, in the Middle Ages, walked the paths of the counties on horseback, often
accompanied by a pawn imparting justice and defending the needy.  They became part of the hosts of a feudal lord and
participated in the crusades.  They formed groups of gentlemen called orders.  Example , Order of the Templars .

caballos
Caballo Equine's plural CABALLOS

cabecear un barco
CABECEAR a ship move alternately to port and starboard, alluding to the movement of denial made with the head. 
Bandearse, wobbles. 

cabecirojo
VULture HEAD See BUITRE AMERICAN HEAD , URUBU Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be turkey
vulture , [e[red-headed American vulture

cabellon
CABELLON In Barranquilla , Colombia : Abundant hair

cabellos
HAIR pl .  of HAIR, hair

cabellos como hilos de plata
HAIR like threads of silver, euphemism for represent a greying hair

cabellote
CABELLOTE In Colombia Mane, abundant hair

cabellón
CABELLON in Colombia: in Barranquillas, with abundant hair

cabeza de bala
BULLET HEAD nickname that received a young man who had the skull in the form of an artillery bullet in Santiago de
Chile.  He was driving a liquefied gas vehicle and having fumes he went to the bencinera.  When the employee opened
the hood the car exploded and flew 10 meters to hit a wall and die.  His wife and daughter, who were in the back seat,
saved unharmed.  2 .  Bullet poto , flat surface . 



cabeza de pescado
FISH HEAD in Chile: stupidity, meaningless thing

cabeza de tortuga
TORTOISE HEAD 1 .  Music 2 .  Said of a person : That he moves his neck frequently because of a tic or physiological
problem.

cabeza rota
BROKEN HEAD head injury or skull fracture

cabezas
HEADS, 1.  Thinking beings in.  Thinking heads 2.  Number of cattle or won eg.  Head of cattle 3.  E.g. skulls.  Fossil
heads 4.  Upper and prominent part of any part, element or artifact.  In.  Head nail, hammer, etc.

cabinero
CABINERO person who rents or maintains the cabins (to move clothes, for example) 

cabra tumbamontaña
CABRA TUMBAMONTA goat that defies gravity and walks through vertical walls in search of salt. 

cabrita
CABRITA Use in plural PALOMITS DE MAÍZ or PALOMITAS Inflated, salted or sugary corn .

cabritas de maíz
CORN CABRITAS Roasted and popped corn rosette.

cabritos
Kid 1.  Boy, boy, in general very young.  2.  Euphemism for pointing dismissively to an adult 3.  The goat breeding

cabuya
CABUYA fiber threads of American agave with which gualaceo cloths are manufactured, in Ecuador. 

cacatonia
cacatonia is incorrectly written, and should be written as catatonia being its meaning:<br>Psychomotor syndrome that
occurs in certain forms of schizophrenia, characterized especially by the negativism, the opposition, catalepsy and
gestural stereotypes.

cacaztle
CACAZTLE cacaxtle s m 1 Skeleton of vertebrate animals 2 Species of rectangular drawer, of rods, which serves to
load something on the back, similar to the huacal 3 Skeleton saddle, when it looks bad and is deteriorated 4 Volume
measurement, equivalent to the amount of goods that fit in that drawer, variable according to the regions of the country.

cacha



CACHA In Chile is a sexual encounter, the act of fornicating.

cachama negra
CACHAMA NEGRA species of fish of the family Serrasalmidáceas .  It lives in the Orinoco and Araucania basin. 

cachanos
Cachano is a devil

cachanos
cachanos is incorrectly written and should be written as catch us being its meaning:<br>Catch us derived from the verb
to catch, to be neologism has something.  Catch us would be a barbarism, imperatively reflective, indicating order of
note or warning to a third of what a group is, or is to be made.

cacharra
CACHARRO, 1 .  Motorized vehicle that disarm old and ramshackle.  2 .  Vessel for transporting liquids, and in particular
milk 3.  Any old thing.

cachay
Cachay jargon deformation of cachai, vulgarism by?  Do you realize that? Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be, you know? , cachai? Handle? Get?

cachera
CACHERA In Chile and other South American countries, a woman who is addicted to sexual intercourse, or CACHAS
without being a prostitute.

cachibú
CACHIBÚ part of the title and chorus of the children's song "of Cachibú de Cachivaca", of the program The Clowns of
the Tele, whose first of the 9 srrofas says thus : I have an uncle named Mr.  Chips, is a poet from head to toe, It has a
poem, something fantasticular, That day and night repeats it non-stop.  Cachibú and cachivaca mean nothing. 

cachipay
CACHIPAY fruit of a palm, with origin in the Pacific Coast of Central and South America.  It occurs in large clusters with
drupes about 1 to 2 cms in diameter.  They are rich in omega-3 and omega-6, regenerators of brain neurons and the
nervous system.  It is a balanced and powerful food. 

cachirulos
CACHIRULOS , plural of cachirulo See cachirulo

cachufleta
CACHUFLETA In Argentina The vagina, the slut, the slut

cachumbos
Plural cachumbo CACHUMBOS .  See CACHUMBO



cachurero
CACHURERO It is said of those who gather and accumulate many used items and of dubious utility and value, called
vulgarly.

cacicazgo
CACICAZGO Authoritarian leadership, head of a group of persons exercised with little or no participation or consultation
of the same.  It comes from chief Toqui or head of an indigenous tribe.  It can have positive connotation as well.

cacicazgos
CACICAZGOS plural CACICAZGO See CACICAZGO[/E

cacomistle
CACOMISTLE Bassariscus sumichrasti The carnivorous mammal species of the procyonid family.  Its size is medium to
small, about 42 cms.  light brown and with a very long tail, with typical dark rings

cacon
CACON In Dominican Republic : It has a very large head, or that is a hard head, which does not understand .  IN
Uruguay : said of a person or thing : It works badly . 

cacon
CACON In Dominican Republic : It has a very large head, or that is a hard head, which does not understand .  IN
Uruguay : said of a person or thing : It works badly . 

caderita
Diminutive hip CADERITA, from Latin cathedra, 'seat, rear', each of the two parts formed by the upper bones of the
pelvis, under the waist of the skeleton. 

caderota
CADEROTA Wide Hip

caemal
CAEMAL Spelling Error by CAE MAL .  See CAER MAL

caer dar de bruces
CAER DE BRUCES wrong adverbial locution for FALLING FROM BRUCES or CAER DE BRUCES

caer en saco roto
FALLING ON DEAF EARS is useless, talking to the wall

caer mal
CAER MAL said of a person : to be unpleasant : John I like it wrong .  2 .  Said of a food or dish : chili I like it wrong. 

caerse algo de por su peso



DROP SOMETHING FOR YOUR WEIGHT MISTAKE FOR FALLING ( SOMETHING ) BY YOUR OWN WEIGHT. 
expression to indicate that no additional arguments are required to refute an assertion

caerse de bruces
CAERSE OF BRUCES adverbial locution by falling head-on, face down, mouth.  Antonym: falling on your back, face up

cafe-concert
COFFEE-CONCERT galicism to refer to a venue that is, at the same time, a café and a, concert hall. 

café negruzco
BLACKISH BROWN DARK BROWN.  You can also the color of a cup of preoarado coffee or the coffee bean

caffarena
CAFFARENA surname of Arab origin, well known in Chile for having a factory with that name that produces nylon
stockings, socks and panties. 

cafoto
CAFOTO 1 .  African shrub 2.  Cloca, Sentina, septic well

cafotos
CAFOTO plural CAFOTO 1 . African shrub 2.  Bilge

cagar a pedos
CAGAR A PEDOS Seriously insult a person for something he has done wrong : We gave a razor to the French teacher
and he fucked us.  We didn't know it was a lampiño,

cagarse por la patilla
FOR THE SIDEBURN In Spain: youth jargon, go churrete.  Having a violent diarrhea,.  The real expression is TO GO
FOR THE PIN OR GO FOR THE PAW DOWN. 

cagazón
CAGAZÓN shit, great failure, error or failure of proportions, action of much damage

cagazón
CAGAZÓN shit, great failure, error or failure of proportions, action of much damage

cago
CAGO first singular person of the verb CAGAR , defecar , obrar , hacer caca

caicena
CAICENA Rio de Almendimilla , Cordoba , Spain



caicuse
CAIC USE (and not caicuse) use : CAIC the acronym Comparative Analysis by Independent Contrast .  CAIC and AIC
(Akaike Information Criterion) are techniques for selecting models and esradical inferences.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be comparative analysis by independent contrasts, acci

caipirinha
CAIPIRINHA Typical Brazilian cocktail prepared with cachaza, lemon or lime, sugar and ice.  It differs from caipiroska in
that the former is obtained from sugar cane, while this is made from vidka.  A third similar cocktail, caipirissima, is made
from dark rum. 

cais
CAIS in Chile : 1 .  Support Center for Social Insertion, a body under the Prisons department of the Ministry of Justice.  2
.  Toilet and Integral Services Company, in Santiago.  3 .  Comprehensive Health Care Center, in Santiago. 

caída del catre
CATRE' FALL, female CATRE CAIDO .  I remember when I was young I was transferred to talca hospital with a closed
ECT after an accident.  The next day the stretcher enters the common room on a third floor and collects bacinicas and
throwing the contents out the window, without even looking out.  In the face of my surprise and recrimination he says to
me : I do it because my mom told me that as a boy I fell from the cot and that's why I am like this ( silly ).   Said of a
person : What is unsotelligent.  Metaphor for the cases of babies that allegedly fell from the mudador and hit the head,
leaving with chronic sequelae.

caídas
CAÍDA plural FALLS

caído del catre
CALYTE OF THE CATRE Person who lacks a grain for the choclo, silly, without many lights.  It was assumed that when
he was a baby he fell out of the mute or the bed and permanently damaged the brain.

caja de recompensas
REWARD BOX f .  In the world of video games, a reward box is a virtual item of a video game which can be opened to
receive a random selection of various items from that game, ranging from coins and customization items for the player's
avatar to equipment high impact on the game experience.   such as spells, weapons, and armor.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be loot box, reward chest, loot box, loot crate, prize crate

cajas
BOXES plural of BOX 1 .  Element designed to store or pack things.  2 .  Drum 3 .  Thorax : Bolivians are wide box due
to insufficient oxygen at high altitudes

cajatorácica
CAJATORÁCICA error by BOX TORÁCICA

cajetuda
CAJETUDA In Argentina and Uruguay Vulgarism by vulva or large dew, woman with a large vulva .  Figuratively, wicked
and cruel woman



cajillero
CAJILLERO in Argentina : spelling error by VAJILLERO display case to store crockery

cajuil
CAJUIL fruit of tropical origin that progresses in our soils in the wild or semisilvestre state.  She hails from Brazil; it was
introduced in the sixteenth century by the Portuguese to the American tropics probably from India or Africa.  Only one or
more fruits ripen for each cluster of flowers.   .  .  . 

cajuiles
CAJUILES plural of CAJUILanacardium occidentale paprika-like fruit

cajú
CA.CA.anacardum occidentale , tropical fruit produced in Brazil and Venezuela.  It is marketed internationally as
cashews.  The fleshy pseudofrute pulp is used as a refreshing drink.  Cashew has medicinal properties as it contains a
high percentage of unsaturated fats and allows to regulate cholesterol levels.  It looks like a larger bean, curved like a
kidney and a slightly greasy presence, exquisitely flavored. 

calabaza blanca
WHITE CALABAZA It is a pumpkin that is grown only in China and in some neighboring countries.  It is edible, good
taste.  IT's good for , make stuffed pumpkins.  It belongs to the genus benincasa, of which it is the only known specimen.

calabazos
PUMPKINS misspelling by PUMPKINS .  GIVE PUMPKINS , cast , send to change , dismiss

calambas
CALAMBAS error by CALAMBAC, from the French calambac, east from the Portuguese calambuco, and this in turn
from the Malay kelembak or kelambak. m .  Tree of the Far East, legume, with simple leaves, lanceolate, and flowers in
erect, terminal clusters. 

calambrazo
CALAMBRAZO a powerful involuntary and sudden muscle contraction, which usually occurs in the legs.  One of the
causes is the accumulation of lactic acid or toxins by excessive exercise as happens to footballers in the final minutes of
a match.  It also occurs in the abdominal area, especially in pregnant women.  Dehydration and age are other triggering
factors. 

calambruca
CALAMBRUCA In Colombia : they give cramps in the cuckoo ( head ) 2 .  Kind of twist or madness

calambuco
CALAMBUCO In Cuba : person who manifests a feigned or fanatical devotion, exaggerated.  2 .  Tree of the family of
gutifers, black trunk and white and aromatic flowers, from which is extracted a resin called Maria balm.  Its wood is
called Maria wood and is highly appreciated for its long duration.  It contains four active substances: Guanadine, benzoic
acid, isoguanadine and jacareubin .

calandria



CALANDRIA 1 .  Passerine bird The male adults are orange and the females are pale yellow.  In Argentina they are
considered a symbol of freedom because they do not endure captivity and as soon as they are locked up they stop
singing and die.  In Chile they are known as tencas.  2 .  Electric vehicle with similar physiognomy that the old floats or
open stagecoaches, which in Chile we call victories and that are thrown in blood.

calandrias
CALANDRIAS plural of CALANDRIA

calar
CALAR in Chile: cut a piece to taste or test the quality

calcúlala
CALCÚLALA pronominal form of imperative mode , second person , singular of the verb Calcular[/] .  Run a quant
quantize calculation.  Solve a mathematical operation.

calçotada
CALOTADA in Spain : traditional gastronomic festival, which has its origins in Valls and in the lands of Alt Camp, in
Terragona.  It is one of the most ingrained customs in Catalonia, where family and friends gather by the embers to roast
the famous caloots. 

caldererí
CALDERER- spelling error by CALDERERIA , manufacturing process of metal vessels to contain, transport and process
solids, liquids and gases. 

calentador eléctrico
ELECTRIC HEATER domestic appliance to heat water by using an electric heater, which replaces the traditional old
teapot. 

calentador solar
SOLAR HEATER element that produces electrical or caloric energy through the capture of solar energy by means of
photovoltaic cells. 

calentar motores
HEATING MOTORS Expression of car jargon that before the race start motors to bring them to the optimum operating
temperature from the beginning.  Allegory to point out that we need to prepare for something that will require more effort

calentarle la cabeza
WARM YOUR HEAD See YOUR HEAD WARM UP

calentarse por detrás
WARMING UP BACK in Chile: being a faggot

calentorra
HOT CALENTORRA, lustful



caligueba
CALIGUEBA spelling error by CALIGUEVA In Venezuela : Flojera, tedio , laitude , boredom, desgano .

caligueva
CALIGUEVA In Venezuela: slacker, tedio, desgano, asthenia, neglect in doing things

call-center
CALL-CENTER anglilicism meaning CALL CENTER, where a set of telephonists or recorders receive calls from
consumers and customers, those who are served on a scheduled and systematic basis, according to preset protocols, in
an attempt to resolve doubts, problems, service needs, or emergencies. 

callar las virtudes
CALL THE VIRTUES Be humble, decayed

callcenter
CALLCENTER anglicism error by CALL CENTER, call center. 

calmado sereno
CALMADO SERENO application error for not having placed the comma between both words, which is why you
discovered them as synonyms of TRANQUILO . 

calmantes
PAINKILLERS plural of SOOTHING medication to reduce or suppress pain. 

calzoncillos
UNDERPANTS, and not underwear, male inner garment that covers from the waist to the genitals and sometimes even
the buttocks or legs.

cama crítica
CRITICAL BED bed suitable for Intensive Treatment to patients at vital risk.  The dilemma of the last critical bed tells of
the decision of who is given the bed and who is allowed to die, a situation that occurred repeatedly in Spain and Italy on
the occasion of the coronavirus pandemic. 

camalofote
CAMALOFOTE camalote, a species of plant that grows on the banks of rivers.  It is native to freshwater from the warm
regions of South America, the Silver region and the Amazon basin.  Its abundance produces dramatic changes in
wetlands. 

camalofote
CAMALOTE (and not CAMALOFOTE) Aquatic plant that usually grows at river and lake banks, with long hollowed
steams, superficial and sumerged leaves, blue and white flowers and vesicles full of air to stand over the water and
travel with the flows.

camara ojo



Camera Eye See EYE CAMERA

camaradas
COMRADES plural of CAMARADA companion (weapons, politician or other group) 

camaroe
CAMAROE spelling error by CAMAROTE

camarón de cristal
CRYSTAL CAMARON The correct term is CRISTAL CAMARON . It is a type of shrimp native to Asia, inhabiting the
slimy bottoms of rivers.  It has the characteristic of having transparent shell, without pigmentation.  That's why it's also
called ghost shrimp.  They have 5 to 10 cms.  long and not simepre are transparent, which depends on the quality of the
water, as there are greens, coffee and blues.

cambiar de acera
CHANGE FROM ACERA Go (to work) to the competition.  Go to the other side of the counter.  Switch from employer to
employee, or vice versa.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be changing employers, switching to the
enemy

cambiarle el agua a los frijoles
CHANGE THE WATER TO BEANS IN MEXICO AND CHILE: URINATE.  In Spain it is said to change the water to the
Canary Islands. 

cambiemita
CHANGE in Argentina : person belonging to the political coalition Let's change, who led Mauricio Macri to the
presidency, although it sounds more correct to me CHANGEMISTA.  2 .  Coalition-sponsored policy Let's change 3. 
Eventually it could refer to the central Venezuelan political party or an adept at Changing Citizen Movement

cambios
Changes.  1 .  Modifications 2 .  Speed box of a motor vehicle 3 .  Exchange of players in a team match.

camburito
CAMBUR's diminutive CAMBURITO, banana

camel
CAMEL camel

cameo
CAMEO 1 from English: in film and TV: extra or important person who appears briefly in a filming: Alfred Hitchcock
made a cameo appearance in each of his films.  2 .  CAMEO medallion with the profile effigy of a person, used as an
ornament 3 .  CAMEAR Action

camerata
CAMERATA Music Grouping 2 .  In Renaissance Florence it was a group of intellectuals, poets and musicians,



sponsored by Count Giovani de Bardi, so it was called fiorentina camerata or Bardi camerata

camia
Socratea exorrhiza[/] Palm that supposedly walks .  endemic to the rainforests of South and Central America.  It
measures between 15 and 20 meters in height and 12 centimeters in diameter, but can reach 25 meters in height and
16 centimeters in diameter.  A popular myth says that it walks because it generates aerial roots of up to 3 meters that
generate thorny bodies with which, supposedly it can move up to 20 cms.  a year in search of better soils.  Experts have
determined that only the roots die and are changed for new ones, but the tron always remains in the same place

camicia nera
CAMICIA NERA 1 .  Lowest grade of the Voluntary Militia for The Bational Security, counterpart of the common first
class of the Navy (Royal Navy) and the conscript of arma dei Carabinieri.  2 .  Women's and men's fashion for black
blouses and shirts in 2020.  3 .  One of the 19 destroyers of the Italian navy of the type Soldati 4.  1933 Italian film
directed by Giovacchino Forzano. 

camina por las nubes
WALK THROUGH THE NUBES walking dreaming, not being landed, being excited

caminando sobre una nube
WALKING ON A NUBE Feel that you are floating in the air, that by some drug, dizziness or naturally you feel loss of
body weight.  Between January 2014 and July 2016, various articles of walking bodies were disseminated ON THE
NUBES, including a robot, God and a supposed being divine.  2 .  There is a song by Victor Manuel of the year 2011,
Walking on a Cloud.

campamento militar
MILITAR CAMP Where troops are stationed by erecting pavilions and tents, particularly when they go on the campaign
trail or when they come to provide relief to the population. 

campaneiro
CAMPANEIRO Portuguese voice for CAMPANERO 1 .  The one who makes and melts bells 2.  The one who rings the
bells in the cathedral or in schools 3.  Children's song : bell ringer, bell ringer plays now! Ring the bells, ring the bells, din
dan don, din dan don. 

campaña crucero
CAMPAIGN CRUISE spelling error by COMPANY CRUISE shipping company that offers pleasure trips through different
seas and tourist ports of the world

campechanos
CAMPECHANOS plural of CAMPECHANO Own field .

campesini
CAMPESINI Typographical Error by CAMPESINO .  In Italian it is CONTADINO , AGRICOLTORE , CAMPAGNANO

camping gas
CAMPING GAS anglilicism by COCINILLA with butane gas designed to be used in camps to prepare food. 



campo circuito
CAMPO CIRCUIT translation aberration of English CAMP CIRCUIT or field circuit

campo florecido
FLORECITED FIELD It is actually FLORIDO FIELD, a carpet of flowers. FLORECIDO is something that has come out
fungi or moss due to moisture.

campoal
CAMPOAL Error by coupling of Campoalegre , municipality in Cali, Colombia .  Another possibility is the Aula Virtual
Campoalto, and even a third Campoalbillo, locality in Spain.

camu camu
CAMU CAMU Myrciaria dubia, shrub native to the Amazon of Peru, and also in some regions of Colombia and Brazil.  It
grows wild on the banks of rivers and in flooded alluvial soils during the rainy season.  It is 94% water and 4, 7%
carbohydrates. Good source of minerals.  Its flavor is very acidic

camuflable
CAMOUFLAGE that can be mimicked, hidden by similar tones to the location

canaguaro
CANAGUARO 1981 Colombian film, directed by Chilean Dunav Kuzmanich, which deals with the violence that breaks
out in Colombia after Gaitán's assassination. 

canal digital
DIGITAL CHANNEL TVD digital tv transmission channel, as opposed to the old analog channel, which increases the
number of pixels (usually from 720 by 480) to HD high definition range, i.e. 1366 by 728 pixels

cancéleme
CANLEME pronominal form of the verb CANCELAR , imperative , third singular person .  1 .  pay a debt 2.  Rescind ,
finish 3 .  Leaving something ineffective

canchepa
CAN CHEPA . Head of a beam.  Concrete eaves cane.

candequero
CANDEQUERO in Colombia : spelling error by CANEQUERO

candidatearse
CANDIDATE TO run or intend to run for a position of importance

candlelighting
CANDLELIGHTING anglicism by sailing lighting



candonguita
CANDONGUITA Sicario of Pablo Escobar Gaviria, of the Medellin poster, nicknamed the Bomberman, for his ability to
make these explosive devices. 2 .  La Candonguita, historic estate of Agua de Oro. in Cordoba, Argentina.  Carlos Paul
is a Superhost.  has room for 4 guests

canequero
CANEQUERO In Colombia Said of a man : That it is very promiscuous and also has bad taste.

cangjie
CANGJIE mythical inventor of the characters Kanji c .  2650 to . C.  2 .  Method for entering Chinese characters into a
standard computer keyboard.  3 .  Chinese character keyboard . 

cangrejo de cristal
World of Warcraft PNJ (Non-Player Character) CRYSTAL CANGREJO, Another Soul Knight character is the Giant
Crystal Crab.

canisfobia
CANISFOBIA , from Latin canis dog and phobia , fear, rejection, revulsion .  Repulsion by dogs, fear of dogs.

canivalismo
CANIBALISMO (and not canivalism) Custom of some indigenous tribes to eat human meat.  In general, of beings that
feed on other individuals of their own species.

cannabidiol
CANNABIDIOL delta 9-tetrahydrocanbidiol (THC) is the main active substance in marijuana, of 80 chemicals found.  It is
also found in hemp. 

cannabinoide
CANNABINOID theoid suffix comes from the Latin oides and this in turn from the Greek Oeidés, which means similar to
, or in the form of .  Then cannabinoid means cannabis type or in the form of the cannabis sativa (marijuana) plant. 

cannábica
CANNABIS RELATED TO OR PERTAINING TO CANNABIS SATIVA , OR MARIJUANA

cannábico
CANNABIS SATIVA or marijuana . 

canoterapia
CANOTERAPIA Dog support-based therapy for some childhood illnesses

cansador
TIRING, overwhelming, strenuous



cansados
TIRED PLURALS OF TIRED .  Exhausted

cantaauora
CANTAAUORA singer, Flemish singer

cantadero
CANTADERO in Esoaña : place where some birds trin in heat, particularly the grouse, endangered bird.  2 .  Tourist
spot in La Rioja, Argentina, at a height a little further north than the city of La Serena, Chile. 

cantaire
CANTAIRE in Catalan singer, singer, singer

cantaletosas
Female CANTALETOSAS , plural of CANTALETOSO, noisy and repetitive.  In Chile : it is like a CANTALETA, or
bartender. 

cantar bingo
SING BINGO in the game of the loto, complete the cardboard with the 15 numbers, to which it is announced loudly
Bingo! .  Make cardboard 2 .  Action of singing without the numbers : In some places it is customary to synonymize
some or, sometimes each number with an expression, for example, the 8 is sung "the fat lady" . 

cantarito
CANTARITO tequila cocktail that is served in a jar whose name in Jalisco and Tequila is precisely singing.  In the
well-wet song you pour ice to taste, white tequila or tequila rested (yellowish) halfway, sea salt and then stuffed with
lemon juices (1, 2 or 3), grapefruit juice (Mexicans call it grapefruit) and orange juice.  It is stirred with the straw or straw
and adorned with an orange impeller pre-shortened to the center and embedded in the little song. 

cante jondo
CANTE JONDO in Spain: sing flamenco, with a characteristic deep and pitiful tone, full of strength and .  conviction,
complaining about misfortune, love, life or, sometimes, praising it. 

cantidad de hematíes
HEMITE Red blood cell, color given by hemoglobin .  A cell that transports oxygen in vertebrates to all parts of the body.

canuco
CANUCO in dominican republic: term used pra refer to a person with gray hair, either partially or totally. 

cañaveira
Portuguese CAÑAVEIRA by CAÑAVERA , cañaveral , abundant place in cane

capa fina
THIN LAYER Thin sheet of any material, especially liquids and particulate materials, such as powder, flour, cement. 



capa pequeña
LAYER SMALL material scattered along and wide of a surface.  It is said of a thin or thin layer, but strictly speaking it
would be a layer of smaller size. 

capacidad negativa
NEGATIVE CAPACITY in literature: leave things unresolved, in a state of uncertainty

capacitador
A person who trains and delivers knowledge and techniques for a greater mastery of any material or physical exercise.

capados
CAPADOS plural of CAPADO Past participle of the verb CAPAR Castrar , amputate the testicles

capasa
CAPASA in Mexico: educational institution that prepares adults to complete studies, improve their skills, prepare
students to enter the university and accredit official exams that allow them to obtain school degrees.  In Paraguay ,
acronym for Cañas Paraguayas S . To.  company that had news relevance when, in February 2020, four trade unions
went out to protest the transfer to the judiciary of the property that has occupied the company for 80 years. 

capataza
FOREMAN f .  of FOREMAN, person who is in charge of a group of workers

caperuz
CAPERUZ CAPERUZA or CAPERUZO Kapelusz or capelusz; 1 .  Cube hat 2 .  Pencil cap pens and other 3 .  Piece
that covers the smoke at the exit of the chimney 4 .  Bonnet that drops its tip backwards.  "Little Red Riding Hood was
strictly speaking the cap that covered her head"

capitalismo verde
GREEN CAPITALISM vision that capital exists in nature naturally and that it is the source of all wealth.  Capitalism must
apply market-based rules in order to make exploitation sustainable, through carbon taxes and other neoliberal economic
solutions. 

capitan de capitanes
CAPTAIN OF CAPITANES In Cuba : Antonio Pacheco, the best baseball player and Cuban captain.  In Uruguay :
Nestor "Tito" Gonoálvez , associated with the greatest glories of Prñarol in the 60s. 

capitán de barco
BARCO CAPTAIN, a person of greater authority and who is in command of a ship or shipping ship. 

caprichos
CAPRICHOS plural of CAPRICHO Antojo, vanity, desire for something for the sole reason of wanting to indulge.

capuchino de cabeza dura
HARD HEAD CAPUCHINO sapajus apella is the cornstarch monkey.  In various parts of Colombia, where it is called



mico maicero, or cornstarch constitutes a pest, as it feeds on maize crops. 

capulincillos
CAPULiNCILLO plural CAPULINCILLOS , diminutive of CAPULON or CAPULINA 1 .  Prostitute 2 Cherry produced by
CAPULI, a tree of the rosacea family

capullos
CAPULLO plural COCOONS

car tester
CAR TESTER anglilicism which means car tester.  Device to check the operation of the car, in particular the battery
charge level. 

car wash
CAR WASH car wash anglilicism

cara b
FACE B metaphor by alternative, the other part.  2 .  Back of vinyl records

cara de cuca
CUCA FACE .  Witch face, ugly woman.  In relation to the cuckoo, imaginary monster that appears at night to scare
children who do not fall asleep.

cara de raja
SLIT'S FACE tell of who blatantly abuses a situation , hypocritical , shameless

cara de vagina
VAGINA FACE translation of improperio used in English PUSSY FACE or the ruder CUNT FACE that is often used
against gay men.

carabinieri
CARABINIERI in Italian gendarmerie.  Police.  Judicial police, military police.

caracara moñudo
CARACARA MOUDO caracara plancus It is a bird of the falconide family.  it looks like a falcon but smaller and with a
small flattened plume which gives it its name of moñudo.  Its plumage is blackish with white areas usually on the chest
and from the beak to the neck.  It is found in Central and South America.

caracteres
PLURAL CHARACTERS OF CARACTER Graphic element such as signs, figures, icons, ideograms, letters, graphemas,
typography and physical elements such as types

característica especial



SPECIAL FEATURE Expression that means it has special attributes, something different that distinguishes it from others

carambada
CARAMBADA 1 .  Insignificance, thing of little value.  2 .  Lesera, nonsense

caramelera
CARAMELERO, A 1.  Indian Bush and Cochinchina 2.  In Chile: Coqueteador ,

caramelero
CARAMELERO manufacturer or trader of sweets and candies . 

carantn
CARANTN spelling error by r CARANTÓN

carapelo
CARAPELO aka or pseudonym of one of the three murderers, each sentenced to 30 years in prison.  who in 2000,
together with "Cartucho" and Ana Gema, murdered Ana María Llorente, whose body was found among reed beds by the
Guadalhorce River in Alora, Spain.  Biological remains of Cartucho and some carapelo trouser fibers on the victim's
clothing certified his guilt in ana María's death.  DNA tests were blunt.

carbonacea
CARBONACEA carbonaceous, carbonaceous, female carbonaceous spelling error

carbonara
CARBONARA in gastronomy: pasta and also sauce is a traditional recipe of the Region of Lazio, and specifically of
Rome, and is one of the best known pasta recipes in the world.  The carbonara sauce is prepared with eggs, double
bacon (guanciale in Italian), Roman pecorino cheese, salt and pepper.  Double dies bacon can be replaced with bacon
(bacon) 

carbonácea
CARBONACEA substance that possesses a lot of carbon.  It is used to describe heavy compounds such as
hydrocarbons. 

carbón activado
CARBON ACTIVATED family of carbon adsorbents of a high porosity and high crystallineness.  They have a lot of
micropores that do not exceed two nanometers in diameter. 

card
CARD anglicism by card, card. 

cardialgía
Cardio cardio and -pain allegenics.  Focused pain in the heart area.  Localized pain at the level of the cardias
(esophageal hole of the stomach ) A pain located in the anterior part of the heart is called precordial ( and has nothing
cordial ) Cardialgias are due to a decrease or suppression of the bloodstream of the myocardium due to the



accumulation of abnormal metabolites in that tissue.  They are mainly manifested in myocardial diseases such as
angina, coronary atherosclerosis and myocardial infarction.

cardiometabolica
CARDIOMETABOLIC MISSPELLING BY CARDIOMETABOLIC

cardiometabolico
CARDIOMETABOLICO spelling error by CARDIOMETABLIC

cardiometabólica
CARDIOMETABLIC Female CARDIOMETABLIC

cardiometabólico
CARDIOMETABLIC (from The Greek metabole, which means change, and the suffix -ismo, which means quality, that is,
the quality that living beings have of being able to chemically change something), ? is the set of biochemical reactions
and heart-related physicochemical processes. 

cardiometabólico
CARDIOMETABOLIC (from the Greek metabole, meaning change, and the prefix cardio-relative to the heart). 
METABOLISM is the quality that living beings have of being able to chemically change something; set of biochemical
reactions and physicochemical processes related to the heart. Formerly medicine treated cardiac and metabolic
disorders independently but today they have been integrated and are treated together in the so-called cardiometabolic
medicine. 

cardioprotegida
CARDIOPROTECTED that is protected as far as the heart is concerned. 

cardioprotegido
CARDIOPROTECTED with protection against heart conditions

cardiopulmonar
CARDIOPULMONAR relative to the heart and lung system.  Cardiopulmonary unit of a clinic or hospital. 

cardiosaludable
CARDIOSALUDABLE which is beneficial for (best functioning d) the heart

carduelino
CARDUELINO carduelis carduelis , jilguero , a pass-by bird typical of the western paleartico, both in Europe and north
Africa

cardúmenes
CARDUMEN plural .  Fish bank



care chimba
CARE CHIMBA .  CARE is the apocope of CARA DE, that is, it is something similar to a CHIMBA/E] .  In Chile and Peru
the chimba is the other side of the river.  and the area of Santiago, between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries,
which was located on the north side of the Mapocho River, and, contemptuously, chimberos to its inhabitants and
neighbors.  2 .  In South America it is a braid, so it would mean that it looks like a braid.

care verga
CARE VERGA insult or offense meaning penis face

carechuto
CARECHUTO In northern Chile : CHUTO is used as synonymous with penis in mining regions.  CARECHUTO is a
derogatory nickname for an ugly man. 

careciente
CARECIENT lacking, missing

carepico
CAREPICO See VERGA'S FACE

careverga
CAREVERGA derogatory term generated from the contraction of face and cock, penis .  Textually, very ugly person.  Its
figurative use, more common, is a derogatory humiliating that has nothing to do with the beauty or ugliness of the
person.

carga viral
VIRAL LOAD amount of total virus that is in a given volume of space.  A minimum viral load is required to get a virus. 

caricias
PLURAL CARESS of Italian caressing coming from carezza, and this expensive, 'dear'; gently rub the skin of a person
or animal.  2 .  Flattery, loving demonstration. 

carinias
CARINIAS word included in chapter 68 of the work Rayuela by Julio Cortázar, and which is part of the G-GLYCO,
invented language, musical language based on JITANJOFORAS, which has the same morphology and syntax as
Spanish and that can be collected or speculated, freely of course, which is what the author means.   .  in a deep epinice,
in nilamas of arguing gauze, in almost cruel carinias that ordonized them to the limit of gunfias.  It could be translated,
freely, by : .  .  .  in a deep peace, in kisses of many hours, in almost cruel caresses that transported them to the limit of
words. 

cariños
Plural affections of affection; 1 .  Caresses 2.  Be very dear 3.  Figuratively, gift, payment or coima in gratitude or
compensation for a service. 

cariñosos
CARIOSOS plural of affectionate , who acts with affection



caristus
CARISTUS Own name used in Zambia, of xhosa origin, a Bantu language, one of the 11 officers of South Africa, which
means gift from God

carísimo
Expensive, expensive. Extremely expensive, extremely expensive.  Very expensive.  From expensive Italian, charisma,
much loved.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be very costly, very onerous

carne de primera
FIRST MEAT of the best quality, which corresponds to animals better fed or grazing on flat land, where they develop
less muscle and fished with the ideal age for human consumption.  2 .  It can also refer to the best cuts of an animal. 

carne fina
FINE CARNE.  It is meat that meets two characteristics, namely, that has little fat, or that has little fiber. Ground meat is
fine if it has 5% fat and is normal if you have 15%

carne mechada
CARNE MECHADA preparation based on undone meat, specifically from the skirt of the cow, consumed throughout
Central America, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Venezuela

carne seca
CARNE SECA Beef, equine or goat that is dehydrated and room, stored in strips, in order to preserve it for a long time.

caronero
CARONERO spelling error by carro-ro animal that feeds on carrion, i.e. remains of dead animals.

carpeta vegetal
VEGETAL CARPETA Film of plant material covering a surface . Soil layer formed by decomposition of organic materials
( humus )

carpfishing
CARPFISHING Sport practice consisting of the fishing of large carp.  The tents once captured, photographed and
heavy, are returned to the water without altering the environment. 

carraspa
CARRASPA Apparently, you want to consult by CARRASPERA, cough that occurs as a result of feeling roughness in
the throat and being forced to relieve it. 

carrerón
CARRERÓN (second time I define it) VERY FAST, SUCCESSFUL CAREER.  2 .  Very long race: a 12-kilometer
carrerón was hit. 

carretera hídrica
CARRETERA HÍDRICA en Chile: engineering project that aims to collect the surplus rainwater and lakes of southern



Chile, to be transferred via pipelines to the mining area of the north, more than 3000 kilometers away.  This project
competes with desalination plants, which have been lowering their costs but are still expensive. 

carricito
CARRICITO in Venezuela : child, toddler 2 .  CARRIZO, bejuco, cane, canute, reed, calamo, cañuela.  3 .  Grass plant,
indigenous to Spain.  4 .  In Cuba: panicum arborescens, some grass, grass

carrie
CARRIE 1 .  Horror film produced in 1976, from a novel by Stephen King.  It is about a teenage girl who acquires
telekinesic powers when she bursts in anger. 2 .  Horror film produced in 2002.  3 .  Horror film made in 2013, also
based on the novel by Stephen King.  There are 4 films on the subject, one of which was instituted Anger.

carril exclusivo para rodados de dos ruedas
EXCLUSIVE LANE FOR TWO WHEEL RODS driving track for two-wheeled vehicles only (motorized or not), such as
bicycles, scooters, bike skateboards and motorcycles. 

carro bomba
CAR PUMP cistern vehicle used by fire brigades to put out fires, which has its own water pond and propellant pump The
term has been made generic for all fire trucks although sometimes distinctions are made, such as ladders car, for
example. 

carrocista
CARROCISTA who produces or works in the manufacture of carrocerias

carry-trade
CARRY-TRADE trading strategy in which an investor sells currencies with a low interest rate to buy another currency
with a higher interest rate. 

carta periodica
Periodic letter .  It refers, in fact, to the Periodic Table of chemical elements ordered by atomic number, a table
scientifically classified by groups, of all chemical elements existing on Earth naturally (Uránicos) and others generated in
centers  (Trans-Rins)

cartabomba
CARTABOMBA terrorist method consisting of preparing an explosive device and dispatching it by means of a
commendance or on a pre-established recipient, in order to explode as soon as it is opened by the receiver, and dies or
is seriously injured.

cartas
LETTER 1 plural LETTERS .  Card 2.  Obituary

cartonear
CARTONEAR perform the activity of CARTONERO



carvalho
CARVALHO surname of some footballers 1 .  William, Betis player, born in Luanda, Angola 2.  Ricardo, former
Portuguese football player.  He ended up playing in China.  3 .  Joao, Portuguese player of Almería de España.  . 

carvativir
CARVATIVIR miraculous drops that have a 100% effectiveness against Covid-19, according to Nicolás Maduro, who
assured that with 10 drops every 4 hours you were immune to contagion.  Venezuela permanently falsified official
statistics and reports to the WHO regarding the effects of the pandemic, but it is known that falling to the hospital in that
country was a death sentence for the absolute shortage of medicines and supplies.  It also bought the Sputnik vaccine
to inoculate its population. 

casa de empeño casa de empeños
PAWN HOUSE PAWN HOUSE see pawn shop

casa de empeños
HOUSE OF PAWNS place that lends money in exchange for a garment under guarantee, of a value much higher than
the borrowed.  If not paid within the agreed timeframe the garment comes out on a public end. 

casa de los dioses purépechas
HOUSE OF THE GODS PARAPECHAS that expression says relationship with Curacaueri, the God of the fire of the
tarangos, civilization that dominated in the region of Michoacán, Mexico of this God derive all others Taranga mythology
conceives 5 divine houses where all his gods dwell, including the sun, who is the son of Curacaueri and who dies every
day at the hands of the god.  The 5 divine houses of the terrestrial wave of the Universe are the center, the north, the
east, the south and the west. 

casa móvil
MOBILE HOME mobile home, vehicle that has mounted a cabin so that several people can live in it.  They have
bathroom, kitchen and cabins with gas and electric network connectivity to make CAMPING.  In Chile they were called
trailers in the last century, but today the anglicism MOTORHOME is used

casa museo
HOUSE MUSEUM house that has countless historical objects and antiques, usually related to life and work dd its
exmorator. 

casa obús
HOUSE OBUS houses in northern Cameroon that have the adobe roof in the shape of a warhead. 

casacas
CASACAS pl .  of CASACA, loose jacket of sporty cut, which can be elegant leather or synthetic and very economical. 
Many times elasticated at the waist and even at the wrists, and with zipper as a front closure, in order to prevent as
much as possible that the wind or the cold penetrates, or that there is heat loss. 

casadismo
CASADISMO political thought of Pablo Casado Blanco graduated in Law and Spanish politician, president of the
Popular Party.  Between June 2015 and July 2018 he was undersecretary general of Communication of that party, and
then he was President and therefore leader of the opposition. 



casadx
CASADX feminist and anti-machine term that is used to imply that it is one of the spouses, without imporance of the
genre. 

casarriosa
CASARRIOSA 1 .  phonetic deformation of CASARRIOS , in Old Spanish, equivalent to the modern casaros , the
second plural person of the imperative of the verb marry.  2 .  Nick on facebook 3. nick on twitter by Marisol Alvarez
Regu

cascarero
CASCARERO in Colombia : 1 .  person who steals things of little value 2.  Something that's difficult and misleading. 

cascaritas
cascaritas is incorrectly written and it should be written as shell being its meaning:<br>diminutive of shell or skin of the
fruits.  Sometimes applied to sheets of different materials covering objects

casco azul
BLUE HELMET soldier who is commanded by the United Nations and has been contributed by one of the member
countries.  Wear a blue-colored helmet as a badge.

casechete
FRENCH CASSETTE CASECHETE Plastic box containing a magnetic tape for the recording and reproduction of sound
or, in computer, for the storage and reading of digitized information.

casetas
CASETA plural CASETAS Small cabin for which the . guard is guarded 2 .  Place for bathers to change clothes.  3 . 
Place in buildings and other work enclosures where there are no conventional bathrooms to replace them.

caseteca
CASSETTE Library And -teak, suffix meaning place where something is kept.  Place where cassettes are preserved for
study and hearing. 

casi igual
ALMOST SIMILAR ALMOST identical, very similar, similar .

casia olorosa
Casiaarbol of thin trunk, very extended branching, bright green deciduous measuring about 30 cm in length, pale pink or
white flowers, grouped in large, dense clusters and Brown vegetable fruit; It can reach up to 8 m in height.

casinero
CASINERO who is a frequent casino player, whether roulette, bacarat or other type

casino popular
CASINO POPULAR budget restaurant, or employer fee, generally enabled for workers or officials of a company or



institution. 

casleña
CASLEA spelling error by CALEÑA woman of the city of Cali , Colombia

casquetero
CASQUETERO Said of a person : That is masturbates often .

cassata
CASSATA combination of three flavors of ice cream in a box, usually 1 liter. 

cassis
CASSIS 1 .  anglicism by cassis, Ribes nigrum, also known as cassis, black currant, black sarshealist or black grill is a
leafy, non-thorny shrub, of 1. 50 m high.  2 .  Chain of restaurants in Santiago de Chile.  3 .  Crema de cassis, liqueur
that in Spanish is called blackcurrant cream, from Burgundy, France.  Creamy consistency is used to mix it and prepare
other cocktails. 

castaña de cajú
CA-CAA'S CASTAIA nut that grows out of the fruit.  Great food because it has 0% cholesterol and many nutrients.  It
helps dental hygiene by killing cariegenic bacteria. 

castañada
CASTADA popular festival that is celebrated in Catalonia on the eve and day of All Saints.  It is a meal based on toasted
chestnuts, cooked sweet potatoes and panellets, accompanied by sweet muscat wine. 

castaño oscuro
DARK BROWN .  Color equivalent to that of chestnut when it is very dark.  Brown, dark brown.

castellanadas
CASTELLANADAS plural of CASTELLANADA recitation of CASTELLANAs , coplas of four verses of octosyllaabo
romance. 

castigadla
CASTIGADLA pronominal form of the second plural person of the imperative mode of the verb CASTIGA

castilla la mancha
CASTILLA LA MANCHA region of central and southern Spain, to which correspond the south and east of Madrid. 

castizao
CASTIZAO in Spain : that its origin and caste has been defined 2 .  That it has become CASTIZO, genuine and pure,
typical of a place 3.  It has been incorporated according to the colonial caste system of the Spanish Empire. 

castrados



CASTRATED , plural of CASTRADO Said of an animal, usually the bull, or a human being : What has been amputated
the genitals .  In the case of the bull, to turn it into an ox.  In the case of children, to keep their voice sharp.  2 .  Take
away someone or something from their power and energy.  His insults and cries castrated him (mentally or
psychologically), he was unable to think anything to repair the situation.

castrófilo
CASTARÓFILO follower and fan of Fidel Castro and his brother Raul.

casuleando
CASULEING gerundio de casulear .  In Chile derived from the verb CAZUELEAR , scam, put someone in the casserole,
cook it, fry it.

casuna
CASUNA house built of noble materials such as stone and wood.  La Casuna de la Una is a 19th-century house in Olba
( Teruel). 

cataclísmica
CATAC-SMICO , relative to cataclysm, which has qualities of cataclysm. 

catalago
CATALOGUE (and not catalog) Printed or electronic book describing a list of products that are marketed, or from a
collection Stamps, coins, birds, weapons, automobiles, coats of arms, etc.)

catalanadas
CATALANS Enter an expression or term typical of Catalan in a conversation or text in Spanish .   If we did the other way
around it would be a castilian.

catalano-colombiana
CARALANO-COLOMBIAN , 1 .  Catalan Colombian Parents 2 .  Person of Catalan and Colombian parents or vice versa
3 .  Person based in Catalonia and born in Colombia, or vice versa. 

catalanófobo
CATALONOFOBO that hates or has an aversion to Catalans or everything that is of Catalan origin. 

cataplam
CATAPLAM exclamation that mimics the destruction, fall or burst of something.   CATAPLUM!

catarinazo
CATARINAZO La Catarina was an independent student weekly student of students from the University of the Americas
of Puebla, Mexico.  In November 2002 La Catarina published offensive satire towards the rector Nora Lustig.  Other
events occurred, until on January 16, 2007 the rector of the Pedro Angel Palou University, dictated a censorship of 15
days when the pasquin was about to be printed, a fact that sd called the catarinazo. 

catarro fuerte



STRONG COLD of great intensity

catatelo
CATATELO spelling error by CATÁTELO , CÁTALO oruébalo

catched from someone
CATCHED FROM SOMEONE english phrase derived from the verb TO CATCH , cachar , understand , grab and
SOMEONE , someone : heard from someone.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be said, it is said

catito
CATITO is Spanglish derived from cat, cat and forming the diminutive of the word in Spanish.  There are various uses as
a Peruvian company dedicated to the marketing of products for cats @catutoperú, and various boards on instagram on
the subject

caturro- rra
CATURRO , A in Chile, adept, to the Coquimbo Unido Sports Club, whose emblem is a pirate on whose shoulder is
perched a caturra ( parrot).

cau cau
CAU CAU Caucau or Cau-cau, comes from the mapuche cawcaw, or common swallow and is the name of a river of 1
km.  of length that flows through the northern part of the island Texas, in the beautiful city and region of Valdivia, in Chile
(for me the most beautiful in the world).  A bridge was built to connect the island with the city of Valdivia and was named
after the river.  Unfortunately, engineering errors have made it impossible to use this drawbridge optimally and for many
years remained closed until it was partially enabled in 2018.

caucastico
CAUCASIC spelling error by CAUCASIAN , relative or belonging to the Caucasus; white-skinned ethnicity

caucus
CAUCUS of the alconquin, North American tribe, in which cau-cau-as-u is meeting of chieftains or council.  The
Democratic party once liked to incorporate indigenous terms into the language incorporated it in 1763 as a synonym for
political convention to choose, through primaries, the presidential candidate, or other office. 

caudillesco, ca
 , CA see CAUDILLESCO

caupolicanazo
CAUPOLICANAZO In Chile : full of the Caupolicán for some artistic event.  The Caupolicán was an old professional
boxing ring located on San Diego Street, in downtown Santiago, which was remodeled and converted into a center of
circus and artistic shows. 

cautiberio
CAUTIBERIO misspelling for CAPTIVITY



cautivante
CAPTIVATING that captivates, that fascinates

caval
CAVAL In Chile, a company of the son and daughter-in-law, Natalia Compagnon, of former president Michelle Bachelet
who caused great scandal for corrupt activities related to the conversion of rural land into urban and a charge for fraud in
the sale of land in the commune of Machalí, about 100 kms .  south of Santiago.  In these operations Was involved
Andronic Lucsic the largest shareholder of the Bank of Chile and financier of Bachelet's presidential campaign, which
awarded him a million-dollar credit of $6. 500 . 000 . 000 for the purchase of the land from CAVAL, a company with a
negligible equity.  Bachelet stated "I heard from the press" phrase that caused a lot of hilarity and smear in the
population, which has endured over time.

cavidades
CAVITIES plural cavity hole 2 tooth de cries

cazable
HUNTABLE that can be hunted

cazabobos
BOOB-HUNTING LURE

cazacarteristas
CAZACARTERISTS who catch thieves who steal personal belongings from people who carry them with them. 


